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Join millions of players worldwide as you build your village, raise a clan, and compete in epic Clan Wars!Mustachioed Barbarians, fire wielding Wizards, and other unique troops are waiting for you! Enter the world of Clash!New Features:● Army training is now free in the home village! Train your favourite troops at zero cost.● Quick donate any
Super Troop to your clan member’s Clan Castle!● Balance changes and a bunch of neat Quality of Life improvements!Classic Features:● Join a Clan of fellow players or start your own and invite friends.● Fight in Clan Wars as a team against millions of active players across the globe.● Test your skills in the competitive Clan War Leagues and prove
you’re the best.● Forge alliances, work together with your Clan in Clan Games to earn valuable Magic items.● Plan your unique battle strategy with countless combinations of Spells, Troops, and Heroes!● Compete with the best players from around the world and rise to the top of the Leaderboard in Legend League.● Collect resources and steal loot
from other players to upgrade your own Village and turn it into a stronghold. ● Defend against enemy attacks with a multitude of Towers, Cannons, Bombs, Traps, Mortars, and Walls.● Unlock epic Heroes like the Barbarian King, Archer Queen, Grand Warden, Royal Champion, and Battle Machine. ● Research upgrades in your Laboratory to make
your Troops, Spells, and Siege Machines even more powerful.● Create your own custom PVP experiences through Friendly Challenges, Friendly Wars, and special live events.● Watch Clanmates attack and defend in real-time as a spectator or check out the video replays.● Fight against the Goblin King in a single player campaign mode through the
realm.● Learn new tactics and experiment with your army and Clan Castle troops in Practice Mode.● Journey to the Builder Base and discover new buildings and characters in a mysterious world.● Turn your Builder Base into an unbeatable fortress and defeat rival players in Versus Battles. ● Collect exclusive Hero Skins and Sceneries to customize
your Village.What are you waiting for, Chief? Join the action today.PLEASE NOTE! Clash of Clans is free to download and play, however, some game items can also be purchased for real money. If you don't want to use this feature, please disable in-app purchases in your device's settings. Also, under our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy, you must
be at least 13 years of age to play or download Clash of Clans.A network connection is also required.Player Reviews: Clash of Clans proudly announces over one million five star reviews on the App Store.If you have fun playing Clash of Clans, you may also enjoy other Supercell games like Clash Royale, Brawl Stars, Boom Beach, and Hay Day. Make
sure to check those out!Support: Chief, are you having problems? Visit or or contact us in game by going to Settings > Help and Support.Privacy Policy: of Service: ��s Guide: Aug 10, 2022 Version 14.635.9 Various minor bug fixes and improvements I hope this reaches the users and the men and women who work hard every day to make this
fantastic game better. I want to start to by saying that Clash of Clans is (or should be) the most successful mobile game out there. And I’ve been astonished by the amount of improvement it’s had across the years. 5 years ago I thought this game could not possibly be any better, I still have a lot to work for and I will continue to thrive to do that, yet
this game has continued to impress me. There is just one thing that I could ask; I hope one day there are far more challenges in the profile menu. Maybe challenges that are set far aside from being gems (because they are meant to be valuable) but challenges which are meant to be hard which are more different recourses than gems. If you game
creators are seeing this, I know what you’re thinking; that’s why we created the season pass, but as a whole the rewards in the personal profile could be much better, especially in the capital hall. Such as destroy Super Wizard Tower’s or Capital Hall’s. It is NOT in any way something that is necessary but something that I expect to happen. Not
because of this comment but because of the high expectations I have from this game, because of how much it has grown in the last 10 years as a whole. Keep doing what you’re doing clash gamers and creators. You are what makes this game whole. I love CoC. For many reasons, but the main reason is this game is a time consuming game. It’s also
quite F2P when you think about it. I do have some recommendations though First: Maybe like one day every week you can half the cost of building upgrades. I understand you have a certain day/week for that, but building upgrade prices get outrageous after Town Hall 8. Second: Building time needs to be reduced. After Town Hall 8 (Again) time
reaches over a day for every building meaning just maxing out your base is going to take a good 1-2 months of constant work. Third: Why are we paying gold to search for multiplayer battles? Why aren’t they just free? I mean it’s not that much of an issue because it’s really easy to get that amount, but why do we have to if it’s so cheap? Why don’t you
just remove it? Last: For Town hall 15 and after don’t give them weapons. Bases are well defended as it is, and it’s a hassle to spend so much gold on weapons that aren’t THAT powerful. Don’t recommend having them, but you do you supercell. Alright. So those are most of my recommendations. Don’t get me wrong I LOVE Clash of Clans and I hope
to see you guys strive to be the most amazing game / company in the world! Just rest a little more ease to your player base. They’ll appreciate it a lot that’s for sure. I LOVE YOU GUYS SO MUCH AND KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK ❤ Clash is a wonderful game but it is plagued with non game nuisance like upgrade timers and artificial length. The game
could be about playing it but it becomes just about waiting for upgrades to finish 95% of the time. The solution clash of clans introduced from the beginning I believe is still just spend money to speed things up. If I wanted to catch up to another player that has been playing longer than me, I would need to spend hundreds of dollars maybe even
thousands to speed up something that could be a click of a button. The game isn’t even about raiding to get enough gold or elixir, it’s about playing for a day in between a 3-7 day window while you wait for your town to build up instead of playing the game 3-7 days to earn enough resources to upgrade your buildings. The involvement with clan wars
and I guess the rank system are the only thing you could consider to be daily playable progress and you are going to hit a level of base you can’t make progress on until your troops are high enough level eventually anyways. It’s just a shame that this could be a game I play instead of a game I look at. I shouldn’t be angry at a simply game but it’s hard
not to when I look at it and can’t upgrade or progress for 5 days while my builders finish making my air defense do ~5-10% more damage maybe. The clan bases and daily incentives are cool but it doesn’t matter when you have full storage for a week and can’t do anything. The developer, Supercell, indicated that the app’s privacy practices may
include handling of data as described below. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. The following data may be collected and linked to your identity: Purchases Location Contact Info Contacts User Content Identifiers Usage Data Diagnostics Other Data Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your
age. Learn More App Support Privacy Policy For the Home Village version, see Town Hall. For the Goblin Map version, see Goblin Hall. For the Clan Capital version, see Capital Hall. For the Clan Districts version, see District Hall. "Home of the Master Builder and the main objective in battle. Destroying a Builder Hall awards an extra star in attacks.
Win a Versus Battle by getting the most stars, or dealing more damage if tied. Upgrade the Builder Hall to unlock advanced buildings and troops!" Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 Level 9 The Builder Hall is the equivalent of the Town Hall in the Home Village or the Goblin Hall in the Single Player Campaign. Protection
of the Builder Hall is critical for preventing players from getting one star on your base in an attack. The Builder Base can be accessed by reaching Town Hall 4 and repairing the broken boat on the sea shore. The level 1 Builder Hall is broken and has graves, along with several broken buildings surrounding it when it is first encountered in the tutorial.
These include: Star Laboratory, Gem Mine, Clock Tower, Battle Machine, Elixir Collector, Gold Mine, Cannon, Army Camp, and Builder Barracks. During the tutorial, the Builder Hall is upgraded to level 2, and in doing so buildings immediately surrounding apart from the Gem Mine, Clock Tower and Battle Machine are automatically repaired. In
addition to this, the Boat is also repaired and the Raged Barbarian is upgraded to level 2. You must place all buildings available from the current Builder Hall level before you are able to upgrade the Builder Hall. Exceptions to this rule are the Gem Mine, Clock Tower, and Battle Machine, for which repairing is optional. The Builder Hall is best placed
in the center protected by buildings as it gives a star to your opponent when destroyed. This is critical as the number of stars is compared first before the damage percentage, and if your opponent can get to the Builder Hall, they will most likely get more than 50%, giving them at least a 2-star. Do not place your Builder Hall in a corner surrounded by
Walls: troops can still be placed next to the Builder Hall. The Crusher is extremely good at protecting the Builder Hall because of its high damage in a small radius. Make sure to protect it using defenses with a longer range to prevent ranged troops to snipe away at them. Unlike the Town Hall in the Home Village, it can be beneficial to "rush" (quickly
upgrade) the Builder Hall, as loot penalty does not exist — loot won is determined solely by the number of Versus Trophies that you have. Additionally, at higher Builder Hall levels, you can unlock new buildings and troops as well as new levels for existing troops and buildings. Indeed, it can also be beneficial to rush the Builder Hall to unlock O.T.T.O
as quickly as possible, thus enabling the Master Builder to be used as an extra builder in the Home Village. The Builder Hall undergoes significant visual changes at all levels. At level 1, the Builder Hall appears as a ruined orange-roofed house with a damaged chimney. At level 2, the structure (including chimney) is repaired. The ladder on the top
aligns with the "Builder's Hut" on top. At level 3, the rear of the building gains an additional floor, as well as a ladder on the side. At level 4, the "Builder's Hut" panel now sits on a stone structure on top of the lower front roof of the building. A ladder is placed next to the newly built stone structure. At level 5, the stone structure on the roof extends to
the entire width of the building. One of the ladders is also gone. At level 6, the front of the building gains an additional floor and the roof becomes one piece again. The entrance arch is now fully visible, along with giving a more pleasant appearance to the structure. It gains a framing on the front of the Builder Hall. At level 7, the Builder Hall gains
two gears on the side, which seems to continue underground. Furthermore, a hatch on the back right side of the building is seen open, with glowing red-orange light coming out of it, presumably a forge. Most of the vines disappear from the Builder Hall. At level 8, two chimneys appear at the end of the roof in place of the single chimney at the corner.
All vegetation disappears from the building. A third gear is also added to the side of the structure and the roof is now flat going downwards instead of going up then back down. At level 9, the two chimneys are slightly shortened and reinforced with a stone base. The bases of the gears are now yellow/gold. The roof goes up then stops at the stone base
and then back down. The Builder Hall also gets stone brick supports on the front. At each Builder Hall level, new buildings are unlocked. The below table shows the unlocked buildings and traps by Builder Hall level. Where "New" is written, one of that building or trap is unlocked unless otherwise stated in brackets. Many ruined buildings that appear
when first entering the Builder Base are repaired by upgrading the Builder Hall to level 2. As such, ruined Builder Hall 1 buildings that are repaired by upgrading to Builder Hall 2 will be listed under Builder Hall 1, while buildings actually unlocked at Builder Hall 2 will be listed under Builder Hall 2. Other ruined buildings (Gem Mine, etc.) that are
not fixed by upgrading to Builder Hall 2 are listed at the Builder Hall level they can be repaired. Wall unlocks will be shown by the number of Wall pieces unlocked, not by the number of 5-piece segments unlocked; this is how the unlocks are displayed in the game. Builder Hall Unlocks 1 Cannon*, Gold Mine*, Elixir Collector*, Army Camp*, Builder
Barracks*, Star Laboratory*. 2 Archer Tower, Double Cannon, Gold Storage, Elixir Storage, Push Trap. 3 Gem Mine (able to rebuild), Hidden Tesla, Firecrackers, Crusher, Spring Trap, Mine. 4 Clock Tower (able to rebuild), Guard Post, Air Bombs, Mega Mine. 5 Battle Machine Altar (able to rebuild), Multi Mortar 6 Roaster 7 Giant Cannon 8 Mega
Tesla 9 O.T.T.O Hut, Lava Launcher *These buildings are already there when first traveling to the Builder Base. They are repaired during the tutorial. History When the Builder Base was released on 22/05/17, there were only five Builder Hall levels. Although data for Builder Halls up to level 8 were present in the game files, they were not made
available until later. Builder Hall 6 was added on 27/06/17. Builder Hall 7 was added on 29/09/17. Builder Hall 8 was added on 05/03/18. Builder Hall 9 was added on 18/06/19. Trivia The Builder Base does not have Builder's Huts. Instead, the Master Builder lives in the Builder Hall. At Builder Hall 9, though, the O.T.T.O Hut is unlocked, which gives
you a second builder, and allows, if the Master Builder's Hut has been placed in the Home Village, to have your Master Builder travel between the two villages. The Builder Boat, which sits at the other side of the dock from your Boat, is unlocked at Builder Hall level 3. This boat allows the Master Builder to gear up your defenses in your Home Village.
However, the first defense available to gear up, the Cannon, can only be geared up at Builder Hall 4, as the Double Cannon must be level 4, which you can only get at Builder Hall 4. During the tutorial, Versus Battles are introduced by attacking "Master Jimmy" from the clan "The Order". This is just a fictitious enemy and not a real online player. The
clan name is a reference to the clan "The Order", which is known to be the first clan to ever exist in the game. He uses 4 Sneaky Archers, 2 Cannon Carts and a Drop Ship, although it is impossible to unlock both the Cannon Cart and Drop Ship at his Builder Hall level. You cannot replay his attack. The tutorial battle cannot be lost or drawn, even if the
player were to score 0% (Versus Battle rules typically mean that scoring 0% nets a draw at best, under the circumstance that the opponent also scores 0%). Before upgrading the Builder Hall to level 2, buildings can be selected but not interacted with. The graves can be collected, though. All buildings and traps (except for the Builder Barracks, Spring
Trap, Battle Machine, Army Camp, and O.T.T.O Hut) have a level cap of equivalent value to that of your Builder Hall. The Builder Barracks has 11 levels, the Spring Trap has 4 levels, the Battle Machine has 30 levels, the Army Camp cannot be upgraded, and the O.T.T.O Hut has 5 levels. Although the Star Laboratory and Builder Barracks appear in
the shop, you are unable to purchase them as they were repaired when upgrading the Builder Hall to level 2. The Builder Hall has the same hammer and saw on top as the Builder's Hut and the Master Builder's Hut. Icon Descriptions Tapping this icon displays information about the Builder Hall, such as Level, Storage Capacity and Hitpoints.Tapping
this icon displays information about your inventory of Magic Items.Tapping this icon moves the Master Builder to the Home Village. This icon is only shown when the O.T.T.O Hut is at maximum level and the Master Builder's Hut has been placed in the Home Village.Tapping this icon informs you that the Master Builder is already in the Home Village,
or that the Master Builder's Hut has not been placed. This icon is only shown when the O.T.T.O Hut is at maximum level.Tapping this icon begins upgrading the Builder Hall to the next level, if you have enough resources and a free Master Builder. When the Builder Hall is at maximum level, this icon is not shown.Tapping this icon instantly upgrades
the Builder Hall to the next level, at the cost of one Hammer of Building if you have one. When the Builder Hall is at maximum level, or the Builder Hall requirements for the next level are not met, this icon is not shown.Tapping this icon, which is displayed only while an upgrade is in progress, instantly finishes that upgrade at the cost of the displayed
number of Gems.Tapping this icon, which is displayed only while an upgrade is in progress, instantly finishes that upgrade at the cost of one Book of Building. This icon is only shown if you have at least one Book of Building.Tapping this icon, which is displayed only while an upgrade is in progress, instantly finishes that upgrade at the cost of one Book
of Everything. This icon is only shown if you have at least one Book of Everything but do not have a Book of Building.Tapping this icon, which is displayed only while an upgrade is in progress, cancels the current upgrade and refunds half of the upgrade cost. Builder Hall Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Number Available 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Size 4x4 BH Level
Hitpoints Build Cost Build Time Experience Gained Maximum Number of Buildings Available 1 100 N/A N/A N/A 0 2 800 3,500 5s 2 10 3 960 30,000 1h 60 18 4 1,152 200,000 1d 293 23 5 1,382 400,000 2d 415 31 6 1,658 1,200,000 3d 509 34 7 1,990 1,800,000 4d 587 38 8 2,388 2,800,000 5d 657 46 9 2,507 3,800,000 6d 720 49 Builder Hall Available Resources 50,000 50,000 75,000 75,000 100,000 100,000 150,000 150,000 300,000 300,000 400,000 400,000 600,000 600,000 800,000 800,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 Upgrading your Builder Hall unlocks the following number of Resource and Army Buildings; see the page for each building for details. Builder Hall - Maximum Number of
Buildings 1 1* - - 1* 1* 1* - - - 2 1 - - 1 2 1 - - - 3 1 1 1 1 3 1 - - - 4 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 - - 5 2 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 - 6 2 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 - 7 2 2 1 1 5 1 1 1 - 8 3 2 1 1 6 1 1 1 - 9 3 2 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 *These buildings are already on the base when the player enters the Builder Base for the first time, and they are repaired when upgrading to Builder Hall 2 in the tutorial. Other
ruined buildings that are not repaired at Builder Hall 2 are not counted as their repair is optional and cannot be attacked in battle until repaired.Upgrading your Builder Hall allows the following Resource and Army Buildings to be upgraded to these levels; see the page for each structure to learn what each upgrade brings: Builder Hall - Building Max
Level 1 Ruin - Ruin Ruin Ruin Ruin Ruin Ruin - 2 1 - Ruin 2 1 2 Ruin Ruin - 3 3 2 3 4 1 3 Ruin Ruin - 4 4 4 4 6 1 4 4 Ruin - 5 5 5 5 7 1 5 5 1 - 6 6 6 6 8 1 6 6 1 - 7 7 7 7 9 1 7 7 1 - 8 8 8 8 10 1 8 8 1 - 9 9 9 9 11 1 9 9 1 5 *The Army Camp has no levels, though the troops can be upgraded. Upgrading your Builder Hall unlocks the following number of
Defensive Buildings; see the page of each building for details. Builder Hall - Maximum Number of Buildings 1 1* - - - - - - - - - - - - 10 2 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 20 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - 50 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - 75 5 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 - - - - 100 6 2 3 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 - - - 120 7 2 3 2 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 - - 140 8 3 3 3 3 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 160 9 3 3 3 3 5 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
180 *The Cannon is already on the base when the player enters the Builder Base for the first time, and it is repaired when upgrading to Builder Hall 2 in the tutorial.Upgrading your Builder Hall unlocks the following levels of Defensive Buildings; see the page for each building for details. Builder Hall - Building Max Level 1 Ruin - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 2 1 1
1 - - - - - - - - - - 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 - - - - - - - 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - - - - - 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 - - - - 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 - - - 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 - - 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 - 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 Upgrading your Builder Hall unlocks the following number of Traps; see the page of each building for details. Builder Hall - Maximum Number of Traps
1 - - - - 2 1 - - - 3 2 2 2 - 4 3 2 3 1 5 4 3 4 1 6 4 3 5 2 7 4 3 5 2 8 5 5 5 3 9 5 6 5 4 Upgrading your Builder Hall unlocks the following levels of Traps; see the page for each building for details. Builder Hall - Trap Max Level 1 - - - - 2 1 - - - 3 3 1 3 - 4 4 2 4 4 5 5 2 5 5 6 6 3 6 6 7 7 3 7 7 8 8 4 8 8 9 9 4 9 9
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